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In the two papers, “On Herstein’s Lie Map Conjectures, I and II,” solutions
of all of Herstein’s problems concerning Lie isomorphisms and derivations were
given under the assumption that the algebras involved were of “sufﬁciently high”
dimension. In the present paper we remove this restriction, thereby solving
Herstein’s problems in full generality.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
The main purpose of the present paper is to give complete solutions to
all of the problems on Lie homomorphisms and derivations in prime rings
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with or without involution which were posed by Herstein in his 1961 AMS
Hour Talk [17]. In the ﬁrst two papers in this sequence [3, 4] together
with [7, 8] complete solutions were given under the assumption that the
algebras in question were of “sufﬁciently high” dimension so as to permit
the theory of functional identities to be utilized. In contrast to the formal
arguments involved in the functional identity approach, in the “low dimen-
sional” situation a variety of counterexamples show up and consequently
one can no longer expect a formal argument to work. Therefore in this
paper, when proving the various results, we shall be able to assume that
the prime rings under consideration are PI rings (i.e., satisfy a polynomial
identity).
Let us ﬁrst describe very roughly what we will be accomplishing in this
paper. Let A be a prime ring with center Z and extended centroid C;
clearly Z = A ∩ C. The prime Lie rings in which we are interested arise
in two ways. First, if R is a noncentral Lie ideal of A, then R = R/R ∩ C
is a prime Lie ring. Second, suppose A has an involution and let K be
the Lie ring of skew elements of A. If R is a noncentral Lie ideal of K,
then R = R/R ∩ C is (usually) a prime Lie ring. Next let B be any ring
(resp. any ring with involution and with skew elements L) and let S be
a Lie ideal of B (resp. a Lie ideal of L). In both the noninvolution case
and the involution case, with few exceptions we are able to show that any
Lie homomorphism of S onto R is induced by a homomorphism of S
into RC + C (here T  denotes the associative subring generated by T ),
thereby removing the restrictions on deg(A) appearing in [3, Theorem 1.1;
8, Theorem 1.2]. In an analogous fashion we are able to show that, with
few exceptions, any Lie derivation of R into R is induced by a derivation of
R into A, thereby removing the restrictions on deg(A) appearing in [4,
Theorems 1.1 and 1.3]. The solutions of all of Herstein’s problems given in
[17] concerning Lie isomorphisms and Lie derivations are readily derived
from the various theorems and corollaries which we shall be stating at the
end of this section.
We now proceed to spell things out in more detail. The term algebra shall
mean an algebra over  , where  is a commutative ring with 1, and with
1/2 ∈  . However,  plays an insigniﬁcant role in this paper and we shall
usually not explicitly write the symbol  . Although the main results of this
paper will take place in the context of prime algebras (with and without
involution), it is important to also include here the unifying notion of a
∗-prime algebra: an algebra A with involution is called ∗-prime if, for all
∗-ideals U and V of A, UV = 0 implies U = 0 or V = 0 (an ideal I is a
∗-ideal if I∗ = I). The prototype example of a ∗-prime algebra is A⊕A◦,
where A is a prime algebra, A◦ is its opposite algebra, and the involution
is given by x y → y x. This example is not too special since, if A is
a ∗-prime algebra which is not prime, there exists a ∗-ideal I = J ⊕ J∗ in
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A for some nonzero ideal J of A which is a prime ring. In this paper we
shall frequently appeal (without always giving speciﬁc references) to the Lie
structure theory of ∗-prime algebras; in this connection we refer the reader
to the account given in [24].
For A either a prime algebra or a ∗-prime algebra we let Q denote the
maximal right ring of quotients of A. In general, Q may be far removed
from A but in case A is PI Q coincides with the central closure AC.
Let A be a ∗-prime algebra with extended centroid C and let K be the
Lie algebra of skew elements K = x ∈ A  x∗ = −x. We shall always
assume that A is not commutative and that charA = 2. The involution
on A induces an involution on C and we note that C∗ = c ∈ C  c∗ = c is
always a ﬁeld (C itself is a ﬁeld if and only if A is prime). We say that the
involution on A is of the ﬁrst kind if C = C∗ (i.e., C ∩K = 0) and otherwise
of the second kind (i.e., C ∩K = 0).
In view of these remarks we shall be working with an algebra A (already
assumed to be not commutative and of charA = 2) which conforms to
one of the following four types:
Type 1: A is a prime algebra with involution of the ﬁrst kind.
Type 2a: A is a prime algebra (the noninvolution case).
Type 2b: A is a prime algebra with involution of the second kind.
Type 2c: A is a ∗-prime algebra which is not prime.
Sometimes, notably in Section 2, in order to keep from making repetitive
arguments we may wish to deal simultaneously with some or all of the above
types of algebras, and toward this end we make the following (temporary)
deﬁnitions:
C0 = C (if A is of type 1 or 2a) and
C0 = C∗ if A is of type 2b or 2c
K0 = A if A is of type 2a and
K0 = K if A is of type 1, 2b, or 2c
We shall refer to AC0 as the closure of A and to AC0 ⊗C0 E as a super-
closure of A, where E is any extension ﬁeld of C0.
Now let A be any algebra of type 1 or 2 above and suppose that A is PI.
Then Q = AC0 = Mk  a ﬁnite-dimensional division algebra over C0
(if A is of type 1, 2a, or 2b), or Q = AC0 = G⊕G∗, G =Mk (if A is of
type 2c). If E is any splitting ﬁeld for , e.g., E is the algebraic closure of C0,
then AC0 ⊗ E = MnE (if A is of type 1 or 2a) and AC0 ⊗ E = G⊕G∗,
G =MnE (if A is of type 2b or 2c). In either of these cases we shall call
n the degree of A and write degA = n. If A is not PI, then we deﬁne
degA = ∞. This deﬁnition is equivalent to the following more intrinsic
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one: if A is an algebra of type 1 or 2, then degA = n, where St2n is the
standard polynomial of least degree satisﬁed by A. In turn this deﬁnition
is equivalent to the deﬁnition of degA given in [3]. If A is of type 1,
degA < ∞, and E is the algebraic closure of C, then it is known that
the involution in the superclosure of A is either transpose or symplectic, in
which case we shall say that A is either of type 1t or of type 1s.
Throughout this paper we shall assume thatA is an algebra of type 1 or 2,
with the proviso that charA = 2, degA = 1 (i.e., A is not commutative),
degA = 2 (i.e., KK = 0), and degA = 4 (i.e., KC is not the direct
sum of two simple Lie algebras) if A is of type 1t.
We are now in a position to describe the prime Lie algebras which are of
concern to us in this paper. We recall that a Lie algebra is said to be prime
if the Lie product of any two nonzero Lie ideals is nonzero. The notion
of a Lie subideal will prove useful: U is a Lie subideal of a Lie algebra L
if there exists a Lie ideal V of L such that U is a Lie ideal of V . Now
let A be any algebra of type 1 or 2, subject to the proviso just indicated
above. Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of K0 in the sense that RR = 0.
We claim that R = R/R ∩ C is a prime Lie algebra. Indeed, suppose to
the contrary that U V  = 0, where U and V are Lie ideals of R properly
containing R ∩ C. Therefore U V  ⊆ Z = R ∩ C. We also note that U
and V are Lie subideals of K0. By [24, Theorem 5.2(b) and Lemma 5.5]
we arrive at the contradiction that either U ⊆ Z or V ⊆ Z. (We note for
the reader’s beneﬁt that [24, Theorem 5.2] applies to the noninvolution
case if one forms the ∗-prime algebra A ⊕A◦ and makes use of the Lie
isomorphism given by x → x− x∗ of A onto the skew elements of A⊕A◦.)
In Section 2 we present a series of lemmas whose purpose is to translate
Lie homomorphism problems and Lie derivation problems to the more
tractable setting of matrices over a ﬁeld, where in Section 3 we either prove
the appropriate theorem or are able to cite appropriate known results. The
proofs of the various theorems and corollaries which serve to settle all of
the conjectures made by Herstein in [17] are given in Section 4. Examples
illustrating the need for the degree restrictions in the various theorems are
given in Section 5.
We close this section by stating the ﬁve main theorems (and their
corollaries) of this paper. Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 are concerned with Lie
homomorphisms and derivations in a noninvolution setting; Theorems 1.5
and 1.8 involve involutions. Theorem 1.10 concerns itself with the nonexis-
tence of certain Lie homomorphisms. In the following theorems the term
Lie homomorphism shall mean a Lie algebra homomorphism with respect
to  .
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a noncommutative prime  -algebra of char. = 2
with extended centroid C such that A is not of degree 3 with char. 3. Let B
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be an arbitrary  -algebra. Let S and R be Lie ideals of B and A, respectively,
with R noncentral, and let R denote the prime Lie algebra R/R ∩ C.
If α S → R is a surjective Lie homomorphism, then there exists an
(associative) map φ S → RC + C, with φ either a homomorphism or
the negative of an antihomomorphism, such that xφ = xα for all x ∈ S and
such that S Sφ = RR.
Note that in Theorem 1.1 and all subsequent theorems we identify R =
R/R ∩ C as a Lie subalgebra of Q = Q/C, etc., and that, for q ∈ Q q¯
denotes the coset of q relative to C.
Corollary 1.2. Let ABR S be as in Theorem 1.1
(a) If β S → R is a surjective Lie homomorphism, then there is a map
φ S → RC + C, with φ either a homomorphism or the negative of an
antihomomorphism, and an  -linear map τ S → C such that xβ = xφ + xτ
for all x ∈ S and such that S Sτ = 0.
(b) If B is prime with extended centroid DS = S/S ∩D, and α S → R
is a Lie isomorphism, then there exists an algebra monomorphism φ S →
RC + C such that xφ = x¯α for all x ∈ S.
(c) If B and A are simple and if α BB → AA is a Lie isomor-
phism, then there exists a map φ B → A, with φ either an isomorphism or
the negative of an antiisomorphism, such that xφ = xα for all x ∈ BB.
Theorem 1.3. Let A be a noncommutative prime  -algebra of char. = 2
with extended centroid C, with maximal ring of right quotients Q, and such
that A is not of degree 3 and char. 3. Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of A.
If δ R→ Q = Q/C is a Lie derivation and $ R→ Q is any set-theoretic
map such that x$ = xδ for all x ∈ R (such always exists), then there exists a
derivation d R → R ∪ R$C + C and a set-theoretic map τ R → C such
that xd = x$ + xτ for all x ∈ R (hence xd = xδ for all x ∈ R).
Corollary 1.4. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1.3.
(a) If δ R → R is a Lie derivation, then there exist a derivation
d R → RC + C and an additive map τ R→ C such that xd = xδ + xτ
for all x ∈ R, and RRτ = 0.
(b) If A is simple, R = AA, and δ R→ R is a Lie derivation, then
there is a derivation d A→ A such that xd = x¯δ for all x ∈ R.
Theorem 1.5. Let A be a prime  -algebra with involution ∗, of char. = 2,
with skew elements K, and with extended centroid C. Let B be a ∗-prime
 -algebra with skew elements L and extended centroid D.
If both involutions are of the ﬁrst kind, assume degA = 1 2 3 4 5 8.
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If both involutions are of the second kind, assume degA = 2 (if char. = 3)
and degA = 2 3 (if char. = 3).
If the involutions are of different kinds, assume degA = 3 6 (if the
involution in A is of the ﬁrst kind) and degA = 2 4 (if the involution
in A is of the second kind).
Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of K, let S be a Lie ideal of L, and set
R = R/R ∩ CS = S/S ∩D.
If α S → R is a Lie isomorphism, then there exists an algebra monomor-
phism ψ S → RC + C such that xψ = x¯α for all x ∈ S (and hence
S Sψ = RR.
Corollary 1.6. Let A be a prime  -algebra with involution ∗, of char. =
2, with skew elements K and extended centroid C. If ∗ is of the ﬁrst kind,
assume degA = 1 2 3 4 5 6 8. If ∗ is of the second kind, assume
degA = 2 3 4. Let B be an arbitrary  -algebra with involution and with
skew elements L. Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of K and let S be a Lie
ideal of L.
(a) If α S → R = R/R ∩ C is a surjective Lie homomorphism, then
there exists a homomorphism ψ S → RC + C such that xψ = xα for all
x ∈ S.
(b) If α S → R is a surjective Lie homomorphism, then there exist a
homomorphism ψ S → RC + C and an additive map τ S → C such
that S Sτ = 0 and xα = xψ + xτ for all x ∈ S.
Corollary 1.7. Let A and B be simple algebras with involution satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 1.5 and let R = KK, S = LL.
If α S → R is a Lie isomorphism, then there exists an isomorphism ψ:
B→ A such that xψ = x¯α for all x ∈ S.
Theorem 1.8. Let A be a prime  -algebra with involution ∗, with
skew elements K, and with extended centroid C. If ∗ is of the ﬁrst kind,
assume degA = 2 4 if A is of transpose type, and assume degA = 3 if
charA = 3. If ∗ is of the second kind, assume degA = 3 if charA = 3.
Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of K.
If δ R→ Q = Q/C is a Lie derivation and $ R→ Q is any set-theoretic
map such that x$ = xδ for all x ∈ R (such always exists), then there exists a
derivation d R → R ∪R$C + C and a set-theoretic map τ R→ C such
that xd = x$ + xτ for all x ∈ R (and hence xd = xδ for all x ∈ R).
Corollary 1.9. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1.8.
(a) If δ R → R is a Lie derivation, then there exist a derivation
d R → RC + C and an additive map τ R→ C such that xd = xδ + xτ
for all x ∈ R and RRτ = 0.
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(b) IfA is simple with ∗ R = KK, and δ R→ R is a Lie derivation,
then there is a derivation d A→ A such that xd = x¯δ for all x ∈ R.
Our ﬁnal result shows that in certain (expected) situations a Lie homomor-
phism cannot exist.
Theorem 1.10. Let A be a prime algebra with involution ∗ with skew
elements K. In case ∗ is of the ﬁrst kind, we assume that degA >
2 degA = 3 6 (if ∗ is of transpose type), and in case ∗ is of the second
kind, we assume that degA = 1 2 4. We suppose that R is a noncentral
Lie ideal of K.
(a) Let B be a ∗-prime ring but not prime, with skew elements L, and let
S be a noncentral Lie ideal of L. Then there does not exist a Lie isomorphism
α S → R.
(b) Let B be an arbitrary ring and let S be a Lie ideal of B. Then there
does not exist a surjective Lie homomorphism α S → R.
(c) Let B be a prime ring with involution of the second kind, with skew
elements L, let S be a noncentral Lie ideal of L, and suppose the involution in
A is of the ﬁrst kind. Then there does not exist a Lie isomorphism α S → R.
In concluding this section we mention again that all of the theorems
just listed have already been proved in case the algebra A is of sufﬁciently
high degree so that the theory of functional identities can be applied (see
3 4 7 8). The key notion of this latter theory is that of a d-free subset;
this notion was introduced in [5] and further developed in 2 3 4 6. The
important results for us here are [5, Theorem 2.20; 2, Theorem 1.1], which
give precise formulas relating degA to the d-freeness of a noncentral
Lie ideal R of K0. In particular, they imply that if R is not d-free (for
appropriate d) then A is PI.
2. SOME RELATED LIE MAPS
We remind the reader that throughout this paper A is a noncommutative
algebra of type 1 or 2, of char. = 2, and with degA = 2 4 if A is of type
1t.
Our ﬁrst lemma reduces the Lie surjection problem to the Lie isomor-
phism problem.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a ∗-prime algebra with skew elements K and let R
be a noncentral Lie ideal of K. Let B be an arbitrary algebra with involution
and with skew elements L and let S be a Lie ideal of L. Let α S → R be a
surjective Lie homomorphism. Then there exists a ∗-ideal I of B such that the
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following hold:
(i) B̂ = B/I is a ∗-prime algebra with skew elements L = L/L∩ I and
with center Z.
(ii) If T = Ŝ = S/S ∩ I and T = T/Z ∩ T , then the map β T → R
given by ¯ˆs → sα is a Lie isomorphism.
Proof. By Zorn’s lemma we choose a ∗-ideal I of B which is maximal
with respect to the property that I ∩ S ⊆ kerα. Suppose that U is a ∗-ideal
of B properly containing I such that U2 ⊆ I. Then U ∩ Sα U ∩ Sα = 0,
a contradiction to R being a prime Lie ring. Thus I is a semiprime ideal
of B. Next suppose that U and V are ∗-ideals of B properly containing I
such that UV (and hence VU = UV ∗) lies in I. We then have the similar
contradiction U ∩ Sα V ∩ Sα = 0 in the prime Lie ring R, and so I is a
∗-prime ideal of B. We denote the ∗-prime ring B/I by B̂ and set T = Ŝ =
S+ I/I = S/S ∩ I. We then deﬁne a Lie surjection β T → R according
to the rule sˆβ = sα. Clearly kerβ = ̂kerα. Let Z be the center of B̂. We
claim that T ∩ Z ⊆ kerβ. Indeed, if not, the Lie ideal T ∩ Z of T maps
to a nonzero Lie ideal T ∩Zβ of R such that T ∩Zβ T ∩Zβ = 0, a
contradiction to the primeness of R. We want to show that kerβ = T ∩Z.
Suppose to the contrary that kerβ does not lie in Z. We note that kerβ
is a noncentral Lie subideal of L̂ (since kerβ ⊆ T ⊆ L̂), and so (see
[24]) there is a nonzero ∗-ideal Ĵ of B̂, where I ⊆ J I = J, and J is an
∗-ideal of B such that Ĵ Ĵ ⊆ kerβ. Thus Ĵ ∩ T Ĵ ∩ T  ⊆ kerβ. By the
maximality of I we know that J ∩ S ⊆ kerα, and hence J ∩ S J ∩ S ⊆
kerα (otherwise we would have the contradiction J ∩ Sα J ∩ Sα = 0).
Let x y ∈ J ∩ S such that x yα = 0. Therefore xˆ yˆ ∈ Ĵ ∩ T Ĵ ∩ T  with
the resulting contradiction that xˆ yˆβ = x yα = 0. Having just shown
that kerβ = T ∩Z, we see immediately that β induces a Lie isomorphism
β¯ T → R, where T = T/T ∩ Z and t¯ → sα, with t = sˆ and sˆβ = sα. The
proof of the lemma is now complete.
As a corollary we have the noninvolution version of Lemma 2.1:
Corollary 2.2. Let A be a prime algebra with extended centroid C and
let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of A. Let B be an arbitrary algebra and let S be
a Lie ideal of B. Let α S → R = R/R∩C be a surjective Lie homomorphism.
Then there exists an ideal I of B such that the following hold:
(i) B̂ = B/I is a prime algebra, with center Z.
(ii) If T = Ŝ = S/S ∩ I and T = T/Z ∩ T , then the map β T → R
given by ¯ˆs → sα is a Lie isomorphism.
Proof (Sketch). We form the ∗-prime algebra A1 = A⊕A◦, with skew
elements K = x−x  x ∈ A and with extended centroid C1 = C + C◦.
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We set B1 = B ⊕ B◦, with skew elements L = y−y  y ∈ B. Then
R1 = r−r  r ∈ R is a noncentral Lie ideal of K, S1 = s−s  s ∈ S
is a Lie ideal of L, and α1 S1 → R1 = R1/R1 ∩ C1 given by s−s →
sα1−sα1 is a Lie surjection. After an application of Lemma 2.1 to this
situation, the conclusion of the corollary is easily deduced.
We continue to suppose that A is an algebra of type 1 or 2 and will
again utilize the unifying notation K0 and C0. Let R be a noncentral Lie
ideal of K0. We know that R = R/R ∩ C is a prime Lie algebra. As suchR has an extended centroid, which we denote by * = CR [16]. A typical
element of * is determined by a map f  U → R, which enjoys the property
that f is commuting in the sense that x¯ f x¯ = 0 for all x ∈ U . Our
next four results, which are then uniﬁed in a single statement (Theorem
2.7), characterize commuting maps in this context and form the basis of
the proof of Corollary 2.9, which in turn will prove useful in studying Lie
isomorphisms.
Remark 2.3. Let A be a noncommutative prime algebra with extended
centroid C and with maximal right ring of quotients Q and let R be a
noncentral Lie ideal of A. If f  R → Q is a commuting map, then there
exists λ ∈ C such that f x¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ R.
Proof. Writing Q = W + C, we deﬁne g R → Q by gx = w, where
f x¯ = w¯ w ∈ W . Clearly g is a well-deﬁned additive map. From f x¯ =
gx we see that g is centralizing, i.e., x gx ∈ C. It now follows from
[21, Theorem 4] that there exist an element λ ∈ C and an additive map
µ R → C such that gx = λx + µx for all x ∈ R. Therefore f x¯ =
gx = λx¯ for all x ∈ R. The proof is thereby complete.
Corollary 2.4. Let A be a ∗-prime algebra which is not prime (i.e., type
2c), with skew elements K, extended centroid C, and maximal ring of right
quotients Q. If R is a noncentral Lie ideal of K and f  R→ Q is a commuting
additive map, then there exists λ ∈ C such that f x¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ R. If
furthermore f R ⊆ KC∗, then λ ∈ C∗.
Proof. There exists a nonzero ∗-ideal I = J ⊕ J∗ in A where J is an
ideal of A and a prime ring. Let S = x ∈ J  x− x∗ ∈ R. One checks that
S is a noncentral Lie ideal of the prime ring J, noting that I ∩R = x− x∗ 
x ∈ S. Let e and e∗ be the orthogonal idempotents in C determined by
the ideals J and J∗. Then e + e∗ = 1 and it is known that Q = QA =
QI = Qe⊕Qe∗, where Qe = QJ and Qe∗ = QJ∗. Also we have C =
Ce⊕Ce∗. We now deﬁne simultaneously maps g S → Qe and h S∗ → Qe∗
as follows. For x ∈ S we have x∗ ∈ S∗ and, writing f x− x∗ = u− v u ∈
Qe v ∈ Qe∗, we deﬁne gx¯ = u¯ and hx∗ = v¯. It follows that g and h are
each commuting maps and so by Remark 2.3 there exists c1 ∈ Ce such that
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gx¯ = c1x¯ and c2 ∈ Ce∗ such that hx∗ = c2x∗. Therefore f x− x∗ =
λx− x∗, where λ = c1 − c2, i.e., f y¯ = λy¯ for all y ∈ I ∩ R.
Linearizing f x¯ x¯ = 0, we see that f x¯ y¯ = x¯ f y¯ for all x y ∈
R. Fix x ∈ R and take any y ∈ I ∩ R. Then
f x¯ y¯ = x f y¯ = x λy¯ = λx¯ y¯
and so f x¯ − λx¯ y¯ = 0 for all y ∈ I ∩R. Pick q ∈ Q with q¯ = f x¯ − λx¯.
We claim that q ∈ C. Note that q I ∩ R ⊆ C. In particular, eq S ⊆
eC and e∗q S∗ ⊆ e∗C. Assume that the ring J does not satisfy St4, the
standard identity of degree 4. Since S is a noncentral Lie ideal of the prime
ring J, it is a 2-free subset of eQ by [5, Theorem 2.20]. It now follows from
[5, Remark 2.11(a)] that eq ∈ eC. Now suppose that J satisﬁes St4. Then
JeC is either a division ring of dimension 4 over eC or JeC = M2eC.
Tensoring by the algebraic closure of eC, we reduce the proof to the case
of a 2 × 2 matrix algebra. Since the trace of any matrix from eq S is
equal to 0 and charA = 2, we conclude that eq S = 0. Therefore 0 =
eq SeC = eq eQ and so eq ∈ eC. Analogously, e∗q ∈ e∗C and so
q ∈ C forcing = f x¯ − λx¯ = q¯ = 0.
Corollary 2.5. Let A be a prime algebra with involution of the second
kind, with skew elements K, extended centroid C, and maximal right ring of
quotients Q. If R is a noncentral ideal of K and f  R → Q is a commuting
additive map, then there exists λ ∈ C such that f x¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ R.
Furthermore, if f R ⊆ KC∗, then λ ∈ C∗.
Proof. The algebra A# = AC∗ ⊗C∗ C, with involution given by∑
xici ⊗ λi →
∑
x∗i ci ⊗ λi xi ∈ A ci ∈ C∗ λi ∈ C
is a ∗-prime algebra which is not prime, with skew elements K# = KC∗ ⊗C,
extended centroid C# = C ⊗ C, and maximal right ring of right quotients
Q# = Q ⊗ C. Clearly R# = RC∗ ⊗ C is a noncentral Lie ideal of K#.
Further, linearizing f x¯ x¯ = 0, we get
f x¯ y¯ = x¯ f y¯ for all x y ∈ R (1)
We now extend f to f ′ RC∗ → Q by
∑
xici →
∑
f xici. To show that f ′
is well deﬁned, suppose that
∑
xici = 0 and let r ∈ R. Then
∑f xici r¯ =
∑xici f r¯ = 0 for all r ∈ R. Choose q ∈ Q such that q¯ = ∑ f xici. It
follows that qR ⊆ C. It is enough to show that q ∈ C. Making use of [2,
Theorem 1.1; 5, Remark 2.11(a)], we reduce the proof to the case whenA is
a PI ring and so T = a ∈ Z  aq ∈ A is a nonzero ideal of the center Z of
A. Since the involution ∗ is of the second kind, there exist nonzero elements
a b ∈ T with a∗ = a b∗ = b. We have q∗ R = qR∗ ⊆ C and so q −
q∗ R ∪ q+ q∗ R ⊆ C. It follows that aq − q∗ R ∪ bq+ q∗ R ⊆ C
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and aq − q∗ bq + q∗ ∈ K. Recalling that K is a prime Lie ring, we
conclude that aq − q∗ bq + q∗ ∈ C forcing q ∈ C. Therefore the map
f ′ is well deﬁned.
Since charA = 2, the equality f x¯ x¯ = 0 x ∈ R, is equivalent to (1)
and so the map g = f ′ ⊗ idC  R# → Q#, where idC is the identity map of
C, is again a commuting map. By Corollary 2.4 there exists λ ∈ C# such
that gw¯ = λw¯ for all w ∈ R#. We write λ = c0 ⊗ 1+ c1 ⊗µ, where 1 µ
is a C∗-basis for C and c0 c1 ∈ C. In particular, taking x ∈ R, we have
f x¯ ⊗ 1 = c0x ⊗ 1 + c1x ⊗ µ, whence f x¯ = c0x¯ for all x ∈ R and the
corollary is proved.
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a prime algebra with involution of the ﬁrst kind
which is not of transpose type with degree 2 or 4, and let R be a nonzero
Lie ideal of K. If f  R→ Q is an additive commuting map, then there exists
λ ∈ C such that f x = λx¯ for all x ∈ R.
Proof. If A is not PI, then by [2, Theorem 1.1] R is in particular 3-free.
Writing Q = W ⊕ C, we deﬁne g R → Q by gx = w, where f x¯ = w¯,
w ∈ W . Clearly g is a well-deﬁned additive map. From f x¯ = gx we
see that g is centralizing, i.e., gx y − x gy ∈ C. By the deﬁnition of
3-freeness there exists λ ∈ C and µ R → C such that gx = λx + µx
for all x ∈ R, i.e., f x¯ = λx¯.
Therefore we may assume that A is PI, whence Q = AC is ﬁnite
dimensional central simple over C. We claim that without loss of gener-
ality we may assume A = MnF F an algebraically closed ﬁeld. Indeed,
virtually the same argument as in the second and third paragraphs of the
proof of Corollary 2.5 can be used to extend f to the commuting map
f ′ ⊗ idF  RC ⊗C F → Q⊗C F where F is the algebraic closure of C, and
so we assume the claim has been established.
Now it is well known that R = K = KK and that the involution is
either transpose or symplectic. Let S denote the symmetric elements of A
and write S = W ⊕ F , whereupon A = K ⊕ W ⊕ F . For x ∈ K we write
f x = k+w, k ∈ K, w ∈ W , and deﬁne g K → K by gx = k and
h K → S by hx = w. It is easily seen that g and h are well-deﬁned
additive maps, with g a commuting map and h a centralizing map. By [15,
Theorems 4.3 and 4.5] there exists λ ∈ F such that gx = λx for all x ∈ K.
The remainder of this proof will be devoted to showing that hx ∈ F for
all x ∈ K.
We ﬁrst consider the case where the involution is transpose. Since
dimFA = 4 16, the result follows from [20, Theorem 1].
We turn now to the case where ∗ is the symplectic involution. Here n =
2m and it is well known that K consists of all matrices of the form[
A U
V −At
]

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where A is an arbitrary m×m matrix and U and V are ordinary symmetric
matrices. The set S consists of all matrices of the form[
A U
V At
]

where A is arbitrary and U and V are ordinary skew matrices. We ﬁrst
consider the effect of h on “diagonal” matrices, writing
h
([
A 0
0 −At
])
=
[
φA χ1A
χ2A φAt
]
 (2)
Commuting (2) with [
A 0
0 −At
]
results in
AφA −φAA ∈ F (3)
Aχ1A + χ1AAt = 0 (4)
Atχ2A + χ2AA = 0 (5)
Setting A = I in (4) forces χ1I = 0 and then replacing A by A + I in
(4) results in χ1A = 0. Similarly, using (5), one shows that χ2A = 0. In
view of (3) φ is a centralizing map in MmF and so by Remark 2.3 there
exist λ ∈ F and µ MmF → F such that φA = λA+ µA. Therefore
h
([
A 0
0 −At
])
≡ λ
[
A 0
0 At
]
mod F
We next write
h
([
0 U
0 0
])
=
[
qU h1U
h2U qUt
]

From[[
0 U
0 0
]

[
λA 0
0 λAt
]]
=
[[
qU h1U
h2U qUt
]

[
A 0
0 −At
]]

we arrive at
qUA−AqU ≡ 0 mod F (6)
λUAt − λAU = −h1UAt −Ah1U (7)
h2UA+Ath2U = 0 (8)
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From (6) we conclude that qU ≡ 0 (mod F). Setting A = I in (8) forces
h2U = 0, and taking A = I in (7) results in h1U = 0. Therefore
h
([
0 U
0 0
])
≡ 0 mod F
and by symmetry
h
([
0 0
V 0
])
≡ 0 mod F
If λ = 0, (7) reduces to UAt = AU . In particular, U commutes with all
symmetric matrices in MmF and so U = σI, σ ∈ F , but now taking A
to be skew we have a contradiction. Thus λ = 0 and the proof for the
symplectic case is complete.
We note that Theorem 2.6 is a slight generalization of [20, Theorem 1].
Recalling the “unifying” notation of K0 and C0 from Section 1, we are
able to combine Remark 2.3, Corollary 2.4, Corollary 2.5, and Theorem 2.6
into a single statement:
Theorem 2.7. Let A be an algebra of type 1 or 2 (recall that type 1t
with degree 2 or 4 is excluded) and let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of K0.
If f  R → Q is an additive commuting map, then there exists λ ∈ C such
that f x¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ R. Furthermore, if A is of type 2b or 2c and
f R ⊆ KC∗, then λ ∈ C∗.
As an easy consequence of Theorem 2.7 we have the following
Corollary 2.8. Let A be an algebra of type 1 or 2 and let R be a
noncentral Lie ideal of K0. If f  R→ Q is an additive centralizing map, then
there exist λ ∈ C and an additive map µ R→ C such that f x = λx+µx
for all x ∈ R. Furthermore, if either A is of type 2c and f R ⊆ K or A is of
type 2b, then λ ∈ C∗.
Proof. Deﬁne g R→ Q by gx¯ = f x, x ∈ R. By Theorem 2.7 there
exists λ ∈ C such that gx¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ R, i.e., f x = λx. Then one
simply deﬁnes µx = f x − λx and the proof is complete.
We continue to assume that A is an algebra of type 1 or 2 and will again
utilize the unifying notation K0 and C0. Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of
K0. We let * = CR be the Lie extended centroid of the prime Lie algebraR = R/R ∩ C. Our immediate aim is to show that * ∼= C0. For c ∈ C0 let I
be a nonzero ideal of A such that cI ⊆ A (it is to be understood that I is a
∗-ideal if A is of type 1, 2b, or 2c). We then set U = I ∩R I ∩R, noting
that U is a noncentral Lie ideal of K0 contained in R and that cU ⊆ R.
We then deﬁne cρ = f  U → R, where f u¯ = cu. It is straightforward to
check that ρ is a well-deﬁned algebra monomorphism of C0 into *, and we
establish surjectivity in the following corollary.
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Corollary 2.9. The above map ρ C0 → * is an isomorphism.
Proof. It only remains to show that ρ is surjective. Let γ ∈ *. Then
γ = g V → R, where we may assume that V is a noncentral Lie ideal
of K0 lying in R. Since gx¯ y¯ = gx¯ y¯ = x¯ gy¯ for all x y ∈ V , g
is therefore a commuting map and so by Theorem 2.7 there exists λ ∈ C0
such that gx¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ V . But λρ = f  U → R for appropriate U ,
where f x¯ = λx¯ for all x ∈ U . Since f and g agree on V ∩ U we conclude
that γ = λρ and the proof is complete.
The ﬁnal two lemmas of this section will prove useful in reducing the
Lie isomorphism problem and the Lie derivation problem to a matrix ring
problem, where either a direct proof can be given or the presence of
orthogonal (symmetric) idempotents enables us to cite known theorems.
Let A be an algebra of type 1 or 2, with K0 and C0 as deﬁned in
Section 1. Now let B also be an algebra of type 1 or 2, with extended
centroid D and with skew elements L if B is of type 1, 2b, or 2c. The
sets D∗D0 L0 F are deﬁned in an analogous way as were deﬁned
the respective sets C∗ C0K0 E for the algebra A. We may thus form the
closure BD0 of B and a superclosure BD0 ⊗D0 F of B.
Lemma 2.10. Let B and A be as just indicated above. Let S and R be
respective noncentral Lie ideals of L0 and K0 and let α S → R be a Lie
isomorphism. Then:
(a) There exists an isomorphism γ D0 → C0 such that for c ∈ D0 there
is a noncentral Lie subideal V of L0, V ⊆ S, and a noncentral Lie subideal
U of K0, U ⊆ R, such that U = V α, cV ⊆ S, cγU ⊆ R, and, for all u ∈ U ,
cγu = cvα, where u¯ = v¯α.
(b) α may be extended to a γ-semilinear Lie isomorphism β SD0 →
RC0 given by
∑
xici →
∑
yic
γ
i , where xi ∈ S, ci ∈ D0, yi ∈ R, yi = xiα.
(c) α may be further extended to a γ-semilinear Lie isomorphism ψ
SD0 ⊗D0 F → RC0 ⊗C0 E given by
∑
xici ⊗ λi →
∑
yic
γ
i ⊗ λγi , where xi ∈ S,
ci ∈ D0, yi ∈ R, yi = xiα, and γ F → E is an extension of γ D0 → C0 to
respective algebraic closures F and E of D0 and C0.
Proof. Let  and * be the respective Lie extended centroids of S and
R and let ω D0 →  and ρ C0 → * be the isomorphisms given by
Corollary 2.9. Let σ   → * be the isomorphism induced by α: for c =
g W →S ∈  deﬁne cσ = f  W α → R where gw¯α = f w¯α. We then
deﬁne γ to be the composite γ = ωσρ−1. Therefore γρ = ωσ . Let c ∈ D0;
by the deﬁnition of ω there is a noncentral Lie ideal V0 of S such that
cV0 ⊆ S and cωv¯ = cv for all v ∈ V0. Since cγ ∈ C0 we likewise see from the
deﬁnition of ρ that there is a noncentral Lie ideal U0 of R such that cγU0 ⊆
R and cγρu¯ = cγu for all u ∈ U0. We set V = x ∈ V0  x¯α ∈ U0 and
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U = y ∈ U0  y¯ = x¯α for some x ∈ V . Clearly V and U are noncentral
Lie subideals of L0 and K0, respectively. Now let u ∈ U and pick v ∈ V
such that v¯α = u¯. Then
cvα = cωv¯α = cωσ v¯α = cγρu¯ = cγu
and part (a) is proved.
We next show that β is well deﬁned, leaving other details to the reader.
Suppose
∑
xici = 0. By part (a) (applied to the ﬁnite number of c′is) there
is a noncentral Lie subideal V of L0, V ⊆ S, and a noncentral Lie subideal
U of K0, U ⊆ R, such that U = V α and, for all i, ciV ⊆ S, cγi U ⊆ R, and
c
γ
i u = ciuα, v ∈ V , u¯ = v¯α. Then, for all v ∈ V , 0 = 
∑
xici v¯ =
∑
cixi v.
Writing xi
α = yi, yi ∈ R, and v¯α = u¯, u ∈ U , and nothing that xi v
α =
yi u, we apply α to obtain 0 =
∑
cixi v
α =∑ cγi yi u =∑cγi yi u¯ for
all u ∈ U , whence ∑ cγi yi = 0.
To prove (c) we ﬁrst note that SD0 ⊗ F and RC0 ⊗ E may be identiﬁed
respectively with SD0 ⊗ F and RC0 ⊗ E. By part (b) α may be extended to
β SD0 → RC0 according to xc → ycγ, x ∈ S, c ∈ D0, y ∈ R, y¯ = x¯α. By
standard tensor product considerations β (and hence α) may be extended
to the required map β⊗ γ. The proof of Lemma 2.10 is now complete.
Lemma 2.11. Let A be an algebra of type 1 or 2, with K0 and C0 as
previously deﬁned. Let R be a noncentral Lie ideal of K0 and let δ R→ Q =
Q/C be a Lie derivation. Then:
(a) There exists a derivation γ C0 → C such that, given c ∈ C0 and a
nonzero ideal I of A for which cI ⊆ A, cγu¯ = cuδ − cuδ for all u ∈ U =
I ∩R I ∩R. (It is understood that I is a ∗-ideal if A is of type 1, 2b, or 2c.)
(b) δ may be extended to a γ-Lie derivation µ RC0 → Q given by∑
cixi →
∑cixδi + cγi xi where xi ∈ R and ci ∈ C0.
(c) Now assume that A is of type 1 or 2a. Then δ may further be
extended to a γ-Lie derivation ν RC0 ⊗C E → Q⊗C E given by
∑
xi ⊗ λi →∑xµi ⊗ λi + x¯ ⊗ λγi  where xi ∈ RC, λi ∈ E, E is any ﬁnite-dimensional
separable extension ﬁeld of C, and γ is the unique extension of the derivation
γ C → C to a derivation γ E → E.
Proof. Given c ∈ C0, there exists a nonzero ideal I of A such that cI ⊆
A (it is understood that I is a ∗-ideal if A is of type 1, 2b, or 2c). Setting
U = I ∩ R I ∩ R, one easily veriﬁes that for u ∈ U we have cu ∈ I ∩ R.
We then deﬁne f  U → Q according to the rule f u¯ = cuδ − cuδ, u ∈ U .
For u v ∈ R we see that
f u¯ v¯ = cu vδ − cu vδ = cuδ v¯ + cu vδ − uδ v¯ − cu¯ vδ
= cuδ − cuδ v¯ = f u¯ v¯
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Thus f is a commuting map and so by Theorem 2.7 there exists cγ ∈ C
such that cγu¯ = cuγ − cuγ for all u ∈ U . It is straightforward to show
that the map c → cγ is a derivation of C0 into C, and so (a) is proved.
We next show that µ is well deﬁned, leaving other details to the reader.
Suppose
∑
cixi = 0, xi ∈ R, ci ∈ C0. Pick an ideal I = 0 in A such that
ciI ⊆ A for all i (it is understood that I is a ∗-ideal if A is of type 1, 2b,
or 2c). We set U = I ∩ R I ∩ R. Then∑cixδi + cγi xi u¯ =∑ cixδi  u¯ +∑cixi uδ −∑ cixi uδ = 0
for all u ∈ U . Since U is a nonzero Lie ideal of the prime Lie algebra K0,
we conclude that
∑cixδi + cγi xi = 0¯, and (b) is proved.
To prove (c), we will show that ν is well deﬁned and will leave the other
details for the reader. Suppose that∑
i
xi ⊗ λi = 0 (9)
Let wj ∈ R be a C-basis of RC and for each i write xi =
∑
j cijwj ,
cij ∈ C. Substituting xi in (9) and rearranging terms results, from tensor
product properties, in ∑
i
cijλi = 0 for each j (10)
Now, substituting xi =
∑
j cijwj and using part (b) and (10), we have∑
i
(
x
µ
i ⊗λi+xi⊗λγi
)=∑
j
wj⊗
∑
i
(
cijλ
γ
i +cγijλi
)+∑
j
wδj ⊗
(∑
i
cijλi
)
=0
The proof of Lemma 2.11 is now complete.
3. RESULTS IN SPECIAL CASES
As mentioned at the beginning of this paper, when the prime algebra or
∗-prime algebra A in question is not PI the proofs of the main theorems
have already been given in earlier papers. Therefore, when presenting the
proofs in Section 4, we may assume A is PI and accordingly, with the aid of
the results in Section 2, reduce the problems to one of the theorems given
in this section. Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4 are known and we shall just give
their statements. We have not seen Theorem 3.3 explicitly stated and so
we shall give its proof in complete detail. Theorem 3.5 ﬁlls in a case not
covered by Theorem 3.4.
Given a ﬁeld E and a positive integer m, we shall identify E with the
subﬁeld of scalar matrices of MmE.
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Theorem 3.1 [13, Theorem 6.1]. Let G = MmE, H = MnF, n > 1,
E and F ﬁelds with an isomorphism γ  F → E. Assume that m = 3 if
charE = 3. Suppose there is a γ-semilinear Lie isomorphism
α HH → GG
where GG = GG/GG ∩ E and HH = HH/HH ∩ F . Then
n = m and there exists a γ-semilinear map σ  H → G such that σ is either
an isomorphism or the negative of an antiisomorphism and such that xσ = x¯α
for all x ∈ HH.
For a detailed proof of Theorem 3.1 we refer the reader to [13,
Theorem 6.1]. However, since the condition on m is slightly weaker than
the condition on m given in [13, Theorem 6.1], we shall rewrite the ﬁrst
paragraph of the proof of [13, Theorem 6.1] as follows:
“Proof. The fact that dimE GG = dimF HH says not only that m =
n but that GG ∩ E = 0 if and only if HH ∩ F = 0. If GG ∩ E = 0
then we can extend α to a semilinear Lie isomorphism of H to G in the
obvious way: x ⊕ λ → xα ⊕ λγ, x ∈ HH, λ ∈ F . Our result is then a
direct consequence of a theorem of Bresar [14, Theorem 3] (if n > 2) and
a theorem of Blau [12] (if n = 2). Therefore, for the remainder of the
proof, we assume HH ∩ F = 0 (and hence GG ∩E = 0) which forces
F to have characteristic p with p dividing n. We note that n = 2 since
p = 2. Since p = 3 we have p ≥ 5 which forces n ≥ 5. If p = 3 then the
given condition n = 3 forces n ≥ 6. Let eij  i j = 1 2     n denote the
usual matrix units for H. The proof will largely involve establishing a series
of claims.” The rest of the proof of [13, Theorem 6.1] remains intact.
There is indeed a counterexample in case A is of char. 3 and degA = 3
and we shall present it in Section 5.
The next theorem is due to Martindale [22, Theorem 2] (and later gener-
alized by Bresˇar [14, Theorem 4]).
Theorem 3.2. Let δ be a Lie derivation of a primitive algebra A into
itself, where A contains a nontrivial idempotent and the characteristic of A is
not 2. Then δ is of the form d+ τ, where d is an ordinary derivation of A into
AC + C and τ is an additive mapping of A into C that maps commutators
into zero.
Let E be a ﬁeld and n a positive integer. In what follows we shall identify
E with scalar matrices in MnE.
Theorem 3.3. Let G =MnE, n ≥ 2, E a ﬁled of char = 2, such that G
is not of char = 3 with n = 3. If δ GG → G = G/E is a Lie derivation,
then there exists a derivation d G→ G such that xδ = xd for all x ∈ GG.
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Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that GG ∩ E = 0, i.e., G = GG ⊕ E. One
deﬁnes µ G→ G according to x+ αµ = u, x ∈ GG, α ∈ E, where u
is the unique element of GG such that u¯ = xδ. It is easily seen that µ
is a Lie derivation and so by Theorem 3.2 µ = d + τ, where d G → G is
a derivation and τ G→ E is an additive map sending GG to 0. Clearly
xδ = xµ for all x ∈ GG.
We now assume that GG ∩ E = 0, which, as we have earlier noted,
implies that charG = p < ∞, with p dividing n. If p = 3 then by
assumption n ≥ 6. Otherwise p ≥ 5, whence n ≥ 5. We denote the usual
matrix units of G by eij , writing ei = eii; the set of all eij , i = j, generates
GG as a Lie algebra over E. The remainder of the proof will be accom-
plished in a series of steps.
Step 1. We claim that without loss of generality we may assume that δ
is E-linear. Indeed, by Lemma 2.11(a) there exists a derivation γ E → E
such that αxδ = αγx¯ + αxδ for all x ∈ GG. The map φ G → G given
by
∑
αijeij →
∑
α
γ
ijeij is a derivation of G, and we let φ¯ GG → G be
the Lie derivation induced by φ. Clearly δ− φ¯ is E-linear and our claim is
established.
Step 2. We shall show that eδij = a¯, i = j, where a may be written as
a = αei − ej +
∑
l =i
αileil +
∑
k=i j
αkjekj (11)
We may assume i = 1 and j = 2. For x ∈ GG, setting eδ12 = a¯, we apply
δ to x e12 e12 e12 = 0 to obtain
x a e12 e12 + x e12 a e12 + x e12 e12 a = 0 (12)
for all x ∈ GG. Expanding (12) and collecting terms, we have
xe12ae12−e12ae12x+3ae12xe12−3e12xe12a−3e12xae12+3e12axe12=0 (13)
Setting x = e21 in (13), we have
e2ae12 − e12ae1 + 3ae12 − 3e12a− 3e1ae12 + 3e12ae12 = 0 (14)
In particular, the (2, 2)-component of (14) is 4α21 = 0 and so α21 = 0. We
next want to show that α2k = 0 for k = 1 2, αl1 = 0 for l = 1 2, and
αlm = 0 for l = m, lm = 1 2. We may assume k = 3, l = 4, m = 5. Setting
eδ12 = a¯, eδ34 = b¯, we apply δ to the equation x e12 e12 e34 = 0 to
obtain
x a e12 e34 + x e12 a e34 + x e12 e12 b = 0 (15)
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for all x ∈ GG. Expansion of (15) yields
xe12ae34 − e34ae12x− 2e12xae34 + 2e34axe12 − 2e34xae12 + e12axe34
− e34xae12 − e34xe12a+ ae12xe34 − 2e12xe12b+ 2be12xe12 = 0 (16)
Setting x = e51 in (16), we are left with 0 = e52ae34 + 2e34ae52 = α23e54 +
2α45e32 = 0, whence α23 = 0 and α45 = 0. Setting x = e25 in (16), we
have 0 = −e34ae15− 2e15ae34 = −α41e35− 2α53e14, whence α41 = 0. Finally,
setting eδ21 = b¯, we apply δ to the equation e12 e21 e12 = 2e12, which
results in
a e21 e12 + e12 b e12 + e12 e21 b = 2a+ λ (17)
for some λ ∈ E. Expanding (17), we have
2ae2 + 2e1a− e2a− ae1 − e21ae12 − e12ae21 + 2e12be12 = 2a+ λ (18)
For k = 1 2 the k k-component of (18) is 0 = 2αk + λ, i.e., αk = −λ/2.
Consideration of the (1, 1)-component in (18) leaves us with 2α1 − α1 −
α2 = 2α1 + λ, that is, α2 = −α1 − λ. Writing α1 = α1 + λ/2 − λ/2, we
see that α2 = −α1 + λ/2 − λ/2. We now set α = α1 + λ/2 and, bringing
together all the preceding results on the coefﬁcients of a, we see that
a = αe1 − e2 +
∑
j =1
α1je1j +
∑
i =1 2
αi2ei2 − λ/2 (19)
Since we may ignore the central summand −λ/2 in (9), Step 2 has thereby
been established.
Step 3. Our aim is to show that there exists s ∈ G such that, for k =
2 3     n, δ = ads on e1k, where ads is the inner derivation of G
induced by s. First we consider e12. From Step 2 we may write e
δ
12 = a¯
where
a = αe1 − e2 +
∑
j =1
α1je1j +
∑
i =1 2
αi2ei2
Setting s = αe21 + α12e2 +
∑
j =1 2 α1je2j −
∑
i =1 2 αi2ei1, one notes that a =
e12 s and so, replacing δ by δ − ads, we may assume that eδ12 = 0.
Setting eδ13 = b¯ and eδ23 = c¯, we apply δ to e13 = e12 e23 which results in
b¯ = e12 c¯, that is,
βe1 − e3 +
∑
j =1
β1je1j +
∑
i =1 3
βi3ei3
=
[
e12 γ0e2 − e3 +
∑
j =2
γ2je2j +
∑
i =2 3
γi3ei3
]
= γ0e12 +
∑
j =2
γ2je1j − γ21e21 (20)
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A comparison of like components in (20) shows that γ21 = 0, γ21 = β and
thus β = 0, β23 = β43 = · · · = βn3 = 0. This leaves us with b = β13e13 +∑
j =1 3 β1je1j . We set t = β13 +
∑
j =1 3 β1je3j and note that b = e13 t.
We also note that e12 t = 0. Therefore, replacing δ by δ − adt, we
may without loss of generality assume that eδ12 = eδ13 = 0. Continuing this
process, we thereby are able to assume that eδ1k = 0 for k = 2 3     n.
Step 4. We shall show (simultaneously) that eδij = a¯, i = j, i j = 1, and
eδi1 = b¯, i = 1, where
a = α1je1j (21)
b = βei − e1 +
∑
k=i
βikeik (22)
We may assume that i = 2, j = 3. We apply δ to e23 = e21 e13 to get
a = b e13, which when written out according to (11) reads:
αe2 − e3 +
∑
j =2
α2je2j +
∑
i =2 3
αi3ei3
=
[
βe2 − e1 +
∑
j =2
β2je2j +
∑
i =1 2
βi1ei1 e13
]
= −βe13 + β21e23 +
∑
i =1 2
βi1ei3 − β31e1 (23)
Considering the (1, 1)-component of (23), we see that β31 = 0. By
writing e2k = e21e1k the same argument as above shows that βk1 = 0
for k = 3 4     n. Therefore b has the required form (22). Returning
to (23), we then conclude that α = −β31 = 0 and αi3 = βi1 = 0 for
i = 4     n. We also see from (23) that α2j = 0 for j = 2 3     n,
whence a = α23e23 + α13e13. Applying δ to e13 = e12 e23, we see that
0 = e12 α23e23 + α13e13 = α23e13 and so α23 = 0 and a has the required
form (21).
Step 5. Our aim here is to show that there exists s ∈ G such that, by
replacing δ by δ − ads, we may assume without loss of generality that
eδ1k = 0, k = 2     n, and eδij = 0, i = j, i j = 1. To this end we ﬁrst show
that, for i = j, i j = 1, when writing eδij = α1je1j according to Step 4, α1j is a
constant λ ∈ E, i.e., is independent of the choice of i j. Indeed, it sufﬁces to
merely consider e23 and e24. We apply δ to e23 = e24 e43, obtaining eδ23 =
eδ24 e43+ e24 eδ43. We then have α13e13 = α14e14 e43+ e24 α13e13, and
so α13 = α14. As a result there exists λ ∈ E such that eδij = λe1j , i = j,
i j = 1. Setting s = −λ∑k=1 e1k, we note that
eij s =
[
eij−λ
∑
k=1
e1k
]
= λe1kekj = λe1j = eδij
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As it is clear that e1k s = 0, by replacing δ by δ− ads, we may assume
that Step 5 has been attained.
Step 6. We now show that δ, which we may assume from Step 5 already
vanishes on e1k, k = 1, and on eij , i = j, i j = 1, must vanish on ek1, thereby
completing the proof of Theorem 3.3. It sufﬁces to show that δ vanishes on
e21. Setting e
δ
21 = b¯, we recall from (22) that b = βe2 − e1 +
∑
k=2 β2ke2k.
First, applying δ to e21 e13 = e23, we have
0 =
[
βe2 − e1 +
∑
j =2
β2je2j e13
]
= −βe13 + β21e23
from which we conclude that β = β21 = 0. Therefore b =
∑
j =1 2 β2je2j
and, by analogy, setting eδk1 = c¯, k = 2     n, we have c =
∑
j =1 k γkjekj .
Next, an application of δ to e21 = e2k ek1, k = 3     n, yields∑
j =1 2
β2je2j =
[
e2k
∑
j =1 k
γkjekj
]
= ∑
j =1 k
γkje2j − γk2ek
A glance at the 2 k-component in the preceding equation shows that
β2k = 0, whence b = 0 and the proof is complete.
The next result we shall mention in this section is due to Jacobs [18] and
is in fact the main result of his Ph.D. thesis (unpublished) at the University
of Massachusetts. Jacobs’s result (which held for simple rings) was later
generalized to prime rings by Swain [25, Theorems 3.1 and 4.1] (but with
the more restrictive condition δ K → K).
Theorem 3.4. Let A be a simple algebra with involution, of characteristic
not 2, having two symmetric orthogonal idempotents e1 e2 = 0 1 with e1 +
e2 = 1, and, in addition, A not isomorphic to the 4× 4 matrices over a ﬁeld or
the 3× 3 matrices over a ﬁeld of characteristic 3. Then if δ is a Lie derivation
of K into A, there exists an ordinary derivation d of A into A and an additive
mapping τ of A into the center of A such that AAτ = 0 and δ = d + τ
on K.
Theorem 3.4 still leaves open the question of what happens when A is
of type 1s (symplectic) with degA = 2 or 4. We content ourselves with
showing the answer is afﬁrmative in the case where A = MnF, F an
algebraically closed ﬁeld, with symplectic involution. As is turns out, the
proof for n = 2 4 is no less difﬁcult than for arbitrary n, and so we now
state and prove
Theorem 3.5. Let A = MnF, F an algebraically closed ﬁeld, with
symplectic involution, and let δ K → A be a Lie derivation. Then there exists
a derivation d A→ A and an additive map τ K → F such that δ = d + τ
on K and AAτ = 0.
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Proof. We let S denote the set of symmetric elements of A. The form
of the matrices in K and in S has previously been given (see the proof of
Theorem 2.6). For x ∈ K we write xδ = k+ s, k ∈ K, s ∈ S, and note that
the map of K into K given by x → k and the map of K into S given by
x → s are both Lie derivations. Therefore it sufﬁces to prove the theorem
in the following two special cases:
Case 1 Kδ ⊆ K. We break the Lie derivation δ down as[
B 0
0 −Bt
]
→
[
φB λB
µB −φBt
]
 (24)
with BφB in MmF and λB µB symmetric in MmF;[
0 U
0 0
]
→
[
hU gU
f U −hUt
]
 (25)
with hU in MmF and U , gU, f U symmetric in MmF;[
0 0
V 0
]
→
[
qV  rV 
pV  −qV t
]
 (26)
with qV  in MmF and V rV  pV  symmetric in MmF.
Applying δ to [[
0 U
0 0
]

[
0 V
0 0
]]
= 0
we see in particular from (25) that
Uf V  − Vf U = 0 (27)
f UV − f V U = 0 (28)
Setting U = I in (27), we have f V  = Vf I and, setting U = I in (28), we
have f V  = f IV . Thus f I V  = 0 for all symmetric V and so f I =
α ∈ F . Therefore we may rewrite (27) as UαV  − V αU for all symmetric
U and V , whence α = 0 and accordingly f V  = 0 for all symmetric V . By
symmetry rV  = 0 for all symmetric V , and so (25) and (26) become[
0 U
0 0
]
→
[
hU gU
0 −hUt
]
 (29)[
0 0
V 0
]
→
[
qV  0
pV  −qV t
]
 (30)
Using (24) and (29) and applying δ to[[
B 0
0 −Bt
]

[
0 U
0 0
] ]
=
[
0 BU +UBt
0 0
]

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we obtain in particular
−UµB + BhU − hUB = hBU +UBt (31)
φBU +UφBt + BgU + gUBt = gBU +UBt (32)
Setting B = I in (32), we have φIU + UφIt = 0 for all symmetric U .
Setting U = I, we have φIt = φI and so φIU = 0. Thus φI =
β ∈ F , whence 2βU = 0. Therefore β = 0 and φI = 0.
Using (24) and (30) and applying δ to[[
B 0
0 −Bt
]

[
0 0
V 0
] ]
=
[
0 0
−BtV − VB 0
]

we obtain in particular
λBV + BqV  − qV B = −qBtV + VB (33)
Setting B = I in (31), we have hU = UC, where C = −1/2µI, and in
particular hI = C. Setting U = I in (31), we then have µB = BC −
CB− B+ BtC = −CB− BtC. Similarly, using (33), we have qV  = DV ,
where D = −1/2λI, qI = D, and λB = −BD − DBt . Using these
relationships, we ﬁnd that[[
B U
V −Bt
]

[
0 −D
C 0
]]
=
[
hU + qV  λB
µB −hUt − qV t
]

Therefore, replacing δ by δ− ad([ 0 −D
C 0
])
, we may assume without loss of
generality that [
B U
V −Bt
]δ
=
[
φB gU
pV  −φBt
]
 (34)
Setting U = V = 0 in (34), we see that φ is a Lie derivation of MmF
into itself. If n = 2, then m = 1 and so MmF = F . In this case we set
ψ = 0 and τ = φ. We see that φ = ψ+ τ. If n ≥ 4, then m ≥ 2 and so by
Theorem 3.2 we can write
φB = ψB + τB B ∈MmF (35)
where ψ is a derivation of MmF and τ is an additive map of MmF into
F such that τMmFMmF = 0.
Using (34), we apply δ to[[
0 U
0 0
]

[
0 V
V 0
]]
=
[
UV 0
0 −VU
]
to obtain in particular
φUV  = gUV +UpV  (36)
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for all UV symmetric in MmF. Setting V = I in (36), we have φU =
gU +UpI, and, setting U = I in (36), we have φV  = pV  + gIV .
Setting U = V = I in (36) and recalling that φI = 0, we see that pI =
−gI. Then (36) may be rewritten as
φUV =gU+UpIV +UgIV +pV =φUV +UφV  (37)
If n = 2, then S =MmF = F and so φ MmF →MmF is a derivation
by (37). We claim that φ MmF → MmF is a derivation for any n ≥ 2.
It is enough to consider the case when n ≥ 4.
In view of (37) we see from (35) that
τUV  = τUV +UτV  (38)
If τ = 0 we may assume, say, that αe11τ = 0. Then, substituting U = αe11
and V = e11 into (38), we have an immediate contradiction. Therefore we
have shown in fact that φ is itself a derivation of MmF into itself.
Setting
ρ = ad
([
0 0
0 gI
])

we have[
UV T
W −VU
]δ−ρ
=
[
φUV  gt+TpI
pW +gIW −φUV t+VUgI−gIVU
]
 (39)
Using (36) and (37), we have
−φUV t+VUgI−gIVU=−gUV +UpV t+VUgI−gIVU
=−VgU−pV U+VUgI−gIVU
=−V gU+UpI+pV +gIV U
=−VφU+φV U
=−φVU
Therefore (39) becomes[
UV T
W −VU
]δ−ρ
=
[
φUV  φT 
φW  φ−VU
]

whereupon [
B U
V −Bt
]δ−ρ
=
[
φB φU
φV  φ−Bt
]

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where B ∈ MmF and UV are symmetric in MmF. Thus δ − ρ is the
restriction to K of the derivation of A =MnF given by[
X Y
Z W
]
→
[
φX φY 
φZ φW 
]
and the proof of Case 1 is ﬁnished.
Case 2 Kδ ⊆ S The proof in this case follows very closely the proof
for Case 1 and we leave almost all the details to the reader. We again begin
by breaking down the Lie derivation δ as[
B 0
0 −Bt
]
→
[
φB λB
µB φBt
]

with B φB in MmF, λB, µB skew in MmF;[
0 U
0 0
]
→
[
hU gU
f U hUt
]

with U symmetric in MmF, hU in MmF, f U, gU skew in MmF;[
0 0
V 0
]
→
[
qV  rV 
pV  qV t
]

with V symmetric in MmF, qV  in MmF, pV , rV  skew in MmF.
Equations (27), (28), (31), and (33) remain intact, which enables us to
assume without loss of generality that[
B U
V −Bt
]δ
=
[
φB gU
pV  φBt
]

with BφB in MmF, U V symmetric in MmF, gU, pV  skew in
MmF.
The counterpart of (32) is
φBU −UφBt + BgU + gUBt = gBU +UBt (40)
Setting B = I in (40) leaves us with φIU = UφI and, for U = I, we
see that φIt = φI, whence φI ∈ F . Equation (36) remains intact, and
so in particular φI = gI + pI. On the one hand, φI, being in F , is
symmetric, whereas, on the other hand φI is skew since gI and pI
are skew. Therefore gI = −pI, and so (37) again holds, with the result
that φ is a derivation of MmF into itself. Using the same inner derivation
ρ as was used in the proof of Case 1 and using the fact that gU and pV 
are skew in MmF, one goes on to show that δ− ρ is the restriction to K
of the derivation of A given by[
X Y
Z W
]
→
[
φX φY 
φZ φW 
]

The proof of Theorem 3.5 is now complete.
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4. PROOFS OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 11. In view of [8, Theorem 1.2] we may assume that
A is PI.
We ﬁrst claim that we may assume without loss of generality that B
is a prime ring (with extended centroid D) and that α S → R is a Lie
isomorphism, where S = S/S ∩D. Indeed, by Corollary 2.2 there is an ideal
I of B such that B̂ = B/I is prime, with extended centroid D, and, setting
T = S/S ∩ I and T = T/T ∩ D, there is a Lie isomorphism β T → R
given by ¯ˆs → sα, s ∈ S. By assumption there is a map ψ T  → RC +
C such that ψ is either an algebra monomorphism or the negative of an
antimonomorphism, where sˆψ = sα for all s ∈ S and T T ψ = RR. We
deﬁne φ S → RC + C according to xφ = xˆψ for all x ∈ S. Clearly φ
is a homomorphism or the negative of an antihomomorphism because of
the nature of ψ. From the deﬁnition of φ we see that sφ = sˆψ = sα for all
s ∈ S. It readily follows that S Sφ = Sφ Sφ = RR and the claim is
established.
Next, by Lemma 2.10(c), α S → R may be extended to a γ-semilinear
Lie isomorphism θ S# → R#, where S# = SD⊗D F , R# = RC ⊗C E, and
θ is given by∑
xi ⊗ λi →
∑
yi ⊗ λγi  xi ∈ S yi ∈ R yi = xαi  λi ∈ F
Here F and E are respective algebraic closures of D and C, and γ F → E
is an isomorphism extending an isomorphism γ D → C. Since A is PI,
A# = AC ⊗ E is PI, R#  E < ∞, whence S#  F < ∞, which implies
that B# is PI. Thus we may write G = A# = MmE and H = B# =
MnF, with m = 3 if charE = 3. Clearly θ induces a Lie isomorphism
ξ HH → GG, since S# = H or S# = HH, and we are in a position
to apply Theorem 3.1. Accordingly there is a map σ  H → G such that σ
is either an isomorphism or the negative of an antiisomorphism and such
that xσ = x¯ξ for all x ∈ HH. If in fact S# = H, let x ∈ H r ∈ HH.
Then from x rσ = x rξ one can easily show that xσ − x¯ξ GG = 0,
whence xσ = x¯ξ for all x ∈ S#. In particular, for x ∈ S, we have xσ = x¯α =
y¯ y ∈ R, and so xσ = y + ω ω ∈ E, where we may write ω = ∑ ciλi,
ci ∈ C, λi’s C-independent in Eλ1 = 1. It follows that S Sσ = RR.
But S S contains a nonzero ideal I of B, whence Iσ ⊆ RR ⊆ A.
Now, letting x ∈ S, r ∈ I, we see that xr ∈ I and we write xσ = y + ω
as above, a = rσ ∈ A, b = xrσ ∈ A. Assuming σ is an isomorphism (an
equivalent argument works if σ is the negative of an antiisomorphism), we
have the equation
b = xrσ = xσrσ = y +ωa
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which when written more carefully in tensor product form becomes
b− ya− c1a ⊗ 1 =
∑
i =1
cia⊗ λi
It follows that cia = 0 for all i = 1, whence ci = 0, i = 1, and so ω = c1 ∈ C.
Thus xσ = y + c, c ∈ C, and so Sσ ⊆ RC +C and the proof is complete.
Proof of Corollary 12 To prove (a), the map β S → R given by xβ =
xα is a Lie surjection. By Theorem 1.1 there exists a map φ S → RC +
C, with φ either a homomorphism or the negative of an antihomomor-
phism, such that xφ = xα, x ∈ S, and S Sφ = RR. Thus xφ − xα ∈ C
for all x ∈ S, and so we deﬁne τ according to xτ = xφ − xα, x ∈ S, whence
the conclusion of (a) is easily seen to follow.
To prove (b), just apply Theorem 1.1 to the Lie surjection β S → R
given by xβ = x¯α x ∈ S.
To prove (c), set S = BB R = AA and apply Theorem 1.1 to
obtain a map φ BB → AAC + C, φ either a monomorphism
or the negative of an antimonomorphism, such that xφ = xα, x ∈ S, and
S Sφ = RR. But S = B, S = S S, R = RR in this situation, and
so we have Sφ = S Sφ = RR = R. As a result Bφ = Sφ = Sφ =
R = A and so φ B→ A is either an isomorphism or the negative of an
antiisomorphism. This completes the proof of Corollary 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 13 In view of [4, Theorem 1.3] we may assume that
A is PI. We claim that without loss of generality we may assume that A =
MnE for a suitable extension ﬁeld E of C. Indeed, we know that AC =
Mk for some ﬁnite-dimensional division algebra  over C. We then
choose E to be a maximal separable subﬁeld of  (such exists). Then A# =
AC ⊗C E = MnE. Given δ R → A = A/A ∩ C a Lie derivation, by
Lemma 2.11(c) we may extend δ to a Lie derivation ν R# = RC ⊗E → A#
given by ∑
xi ⊗ λi →
∑(
x$i ⊗ λi + xi ⊗ λγi
)

xi ∈ R, λi ∈ E, γ a derivation of E extending that of C. We may also
extend $ R → A to a set-theoretic map (again denoted by) $ R# → A#
such that xν = x$ for all x ∈ R#. By assumption there exists a derivation
d R# → R# ∪R$#E +E such that xd = x$ for all x ∈ R#. In particular,
for x ∈ R, we have xd = x$, i.e., xd = x$ + ω, ω = ∑ ci ⊗ λi, ci ∈ C, λi’s
C-independent in E, λ1 = 1. Let also u ∈ R and similarly write ud = u$+ ξ.
Then x ud = x$ u + x u$ ∈ R, i.e., RRd ⊆ R, and so RRd ⊆
R ⊆ A. We know that RR contains a nonzero ideal I of A and so
Id ⊆ A. Now let u ∈ I and write ud = a ∈ A. Since xu ∈ I we write
xud = b ∈ A. We then have the equation
b = xud = xdu+ xud = x$ +ωu+ xa
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which we rewrite as
b− xa− yu− c1u ⊗ 1 =
∑
i =1
ciu⊗ λi
This forces ci = 0 for all i = 1, and so ω = c1 ∈ C. Thus Rd ⊆ R$ + C,
whence Rd ⊆ R ∪ R$C + C. Deﬁning τ R → C by xτ = xd − x$, we
have thereby established the claim.
Since A is PI we therefore see that A =MnE. In this situation we know
that either R = A or R = AA. In any case δ induces a Lie derivation
(again denoted by) δ AA → A, and we may apply Theorem 3.2 to
obtain a derivation d A → A such that xδ = xd = x$ for all x ∈ AA.
If in fact R = A, let x ∈ A, r ∈ AA and expand x rd in two ways
to arrive at xd − xδ AA = 0. This says that xd = xδ. Thus we have
Rd ⊆ R$ + C, which in turn implies Rd ⊆ R ∪ R$C + C. Deﬁning xτ =
xd − x$ for all x ∈ R, we have completed the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Corollary 14 To prove (a), one deﬁnes µ R → R by xµ =
xδ, and, taking $ = δ, one has by Theorem 1.3 that there is a derivation
d R → RC + C and a map τ R → C such that xd = xδ + xτ for all
x ∈ R. Clearly τ is additive and RRτ = 0.
To prove (b), one notes that the map µ R → R given by xµ = x¯δ,
x ∈ R, is a Lie derivation, and so by Theorem 1.3 there is a derivation
d R → RC + C such that xd = x¯δ for all x ∈ R. Since RRd ⊆ R,
RR = R, and R = A, it follows that d is a derivation of A into itself.
Proof of Theorem 15 Suppose that A is not PI. We ﬁrst claim that if
B is ∗-prime but not prime then the Lie isomorphism cannot exist (and
thus the theorem is vacuously true in this case). Indeed, if B is not prime
there exists a ∗-ideal I = J ⊕ J∗, J a nonzero ideal of B. Then S ∩ I is a
Lie ideal of L. Setting T = x ∈ J  x − x∗ ∈ S, we note that T is a Lie
ideal of the ring J and that the map ρ T → S ∩ I given by x → x − x∗
is a Lie isomorphism. Clearly S ∩ Iα can be written as U , where U is a
noncentral Lie ideal of K. Then the map ξ T → U given by xξ = x− x∗α
is a Lie surjection, but by [3, Theorem 1.4] ξ cannot exist and our claim is
established.
We now deﬁne β S → R according to xβ = x¯α, x ∈ S. Then by [3,
Theorem 1.1] there exists a homomorphism ψ S → RC + C such that
xψ = x¯α for all x ∈ S. Suppose kerψ = 0. Now kerψ is an ideal of S
and it is easily seen (since B is a prime ring) that kerψ contains a nonzero
∗-ideal I of B. Then I ∩ S is a noncentral Lie ideal of S, i.e., I ∩ S is a
nonzero Lie ideal of S, such that I ∩ Sα = I ∩ Sψ = 0, in contradiction to
α being a Lie isomorphism. Hence kerψ = 0 and ψ is a monomorphism.
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We may therefore assume that A is PI. By Lemma 2.10(b), α S → R may
be extended to a γ-semilinear Lie isomorphism β SD∗ → RC∗ given by∑
xici →
∑
yic
γ
i  yi ∈ R ci ∈ D∗ yi = xiα
where γ D∗ → C∗ is an isomorphism. Since A is PI we know that
AC∗ is ﬁnite-dimensional simple over C∗. Therefore RC∗  C∗ < ∞,
whence SD∗  D∗ <∞. This forces BD∗ to be PI and hence BD∗ is
ﬁnite-dimensional ∗-simple over D∗.
Suppose ﬁrst that both involutions are of the ﬁrst kind, and so S = S and
R = R. By Lemma 2.10(b), α S → R may be extended to a γ-semilinear
Lie isomorphism β SD→ RC given by scβ = sαcγ, γ D→ C an isomor-
phism. We know that AC is ﬁnite dimensional central simple over C.
Therefore RC  C < ∞, whence SD  D < ∞. This forces BD to be
PI and hence BD is ﬁnite dimensional central simple over D. It is well
known that RC = KC = KKC and SD = LD = LLD. Therefore we
may apply [23, Corollary 3.3] to obtain an isomorphism ψ BD→ AC such
that xψ = xβ for all x ∈ SD. In particular, xψ = xα for all x ∈ S, and so
ψ S → R is the required monomorphism.
Suppose next that both involutions are of the second kind. In this case
it is well known that SD∗ = LD∗ or SD∗ = LLD∗, and RC∗ = KC∗ or
RC∗ = KKC∗. In any case β induces a Lie isomorphism (again denoted
by) β LLD∗ → KKC∗ and by [13, Theorem 1.1] there exists an
isomorphism ψ BD∗ → AC∗ such that xψ = x¯β for all x ∈ LLD∗.
If in fact SD∗ = LD∗ then, picking x ∈ LD∗ and y ∈ LLD∗, we expand
x yψ in two ways to obtain xψ − x¯β LLD∗ = 0, forcing xψ = x¯β for
all x ∈ SD∗. In particular, sψ = s¯α for all s ∈ S, or, sψ = t + c, t ∈ R, t¯ = s¯α,
c ∈ C, whence Sψ ⊆ RC + C.
If the involution in A is of the ﬁrst kind and the involution in B is of the
second kind, we recall that RC = KC = KKC and SD∗ = LD∗ or SD∗ =
LLD∗. Thus β SD∗ → RC induces a Lie isomorphism (again denoted
by) β LD∗ LD∗ → KCKC. Since we are assuming that degA = 3 6,
by [13, Theorem 1.3] such a Lie isomorphism cannot exist (so the conclusion
is vacuously true). Similarly, if the involution in A is of the second kind and
that of B is of the ﬁrst kind, with degA = 2 4, again by [13, Theorem 1.3]
β LDLD → KC∗KC∗ cannot exist. The proof of Theorem 1.5 is
thereby complete.
Proof of Corollary 16 To prove (a), we see by Lemma 2.1 that there is
a ∗-ideal I of B for which the following hold:
(i) B̂ = B/I is a ∗-prime algebra with skew elements L̂ = L/L ∩ I
and extended centroid D.
(ii) T = Ŝ = S/S ∩ I is a Lie ideal of L̂ for which the map β T =
T/T ∩D→ R given by ¯ˆs → sα, s ∈ S, is a Lie isomorphism.
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By Theorem 1.5 there is a monomorphism φ Ŝ → RC +C such that
xφ = x¯β for all x ∈ Ŝ. Noting that Ŝ = ̂S, we deﬁne ψ S → RC +C
according to xψ = xˆφ, x ∈ S. In particular, sψ = sˆφ = s¯β = sα for all s ∈ S,
and thus (a) has been proved.
To prove (b), we form the surjective Lie homomorphism β S → R via
xβ = xα and apply part (a) to obtain a homomorphism ψ S → RC +C
such that sψ = xβ = xα for all x ∈ S. We then deﬁne τ S → C by xτ =
xα − xψ, x ∈ S, to complete the proof.
Proof of Corollary 17 Let ψ be the monomorphism given by Theorem
1.5. Since S S = B RR = A, and S Sψ = RR it is clear that
ψ B→ A is an isomorphism.
Proof of Theorem 18 In view of [4, Theorem 1.1] we may assume that
A is PI. Suppose ﬁrst that ∗ is of the ﬁrst kind. We claim that without
loss of generality we may assume that A = MnE. Indeed, we know that
Q = AC = MnD, D a ﬁnite-dimensional division algebra over C. Let E
be a maximal separable subﬁeld of D. Then A# = AC ⊗C E = MnE.
By Lemma 2.11, given δ R → Q a Lie derivation, we may extend δ to a
γ-Lie derivation ν R# = RC ⊗ E → AC ⊗ E = Q# given by
∑
xi ⊗ λi →∑
yi ⊗ λi + xi ⊗ λγi , xi ∈ R, yi = x$i , λi ∈ E. We may also extend $ R→ Q
to a set-theoretic map (again denoted by) $ R# → Q# such that xν = x$
for all x ∈ R#. By assumption there exists a derivation d R# → R# ∪
R$#C# + C# such that xd = xν for all x ∈ R#. In particular, for x ∈ R,
we have xd = u + ρ, u¯ = xδ, ρ = ∑ ci ⊗ λi ∈ C#, ci ∈ C, λi ∈ E, λi’s C-
independent, λ1 = 1. Let also y ∈ R and similarly write yd = v + τ. Then
x yd = u y + x v ∈ R, i.e., RRd ⊆ R and so RRd ⊆ R ⊆ A.
We know (see [24]) there is a nonzero ∗-ideal I of A contained in RR
and so Id ⊆ A. Now let y ∈ I and write yd = b ∈ A. Therefore xy ∈ I
and we write xyd = a ∈ A. We then have the equation a = xyd =
xdy + xyd = u+ ρy + xb which we rewrite as a− xb− uy − ciy ⊗ 1 =∑
i =1ciy ⊗ λi. By tensor product considerations ciy = 0, i = 1, y ∈ I.
Therefore ci = 0 for i = 1 and so ρ = c1 ∈ C. Thus Rd ⊆ R + C and the
claim is established.
We may thus assume thatA =MnE. It is well known that R = KK =
K and also it is well known that, for n = 3 and n ≥ 5, A has two nonzero
orthogonal symmetric idempotents whose sum = 1. By Theorem 3.4 there
is a derivation d: A → A such that xd = xδ for all x ∈ K. There only
remains the two cases where ∗ is the symplectic involution for n = 2 and
n = 4. But these cases have already been taken care of by Theorem 3.5.
We now assume that ∗ is of the second kind. By Lemma 2.11(a) and
(b) we may assume without loss of generality that A is its own central
closure, that R is a C∗-space, and that there is a derivation γ C∗ → C
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for which cxδ = cxδ + cγx¯ for all x ∈ R, c ∈ C∗. We ﬁx 0 = β ∈ C ∩ K
and note (since A = K + βK) that R+ βR is a noncentral Lie ideal of A.
We deﬁne a map µ R+ βR → A according to x+ βy → xδ + βyδ + λy¯,
where λ = 1/2β−1β2γ. It is easily veriﬁed that µ is a Lie derivation, and
so by Theorem 1.3 there is a derivation d A → A such that xd = xµ for
all x ∈ A. In particular, xd = xδ for all x ∈ R and the proof is complete.
Proof of Corollary 19 To prove (a), one deﬁnes µ R → R by xµ =
xδ, and, taking $ = δ, one has by Theorem 1.8 that there is a derivation
d R → RC + C and a map τ R → C such that xd = xδ + xτ for all
x ∈ R. Clearly τ is additive and RRτ = 0.
To prove (b), one notes that the map µ R → R given by xµ = x¯δ,
x ∈ R, is a Lie derivation, and so by Theorem 1.8 there is a derivation
d R → RC + C such that xd = x¯δ for all x ∈ R. Since RRd ⊆ R,
RR = R, and R = A, it follows that d is a derivation of A into itself.
Proof of Theorem 110 To prove (a), we suppose to the contrary that
there is a Lie isomorphism α S → R. We replace α by β S → R given by
xβ = x¯α. By Theorem 1.5 there is a homomorphism ψ S → RC + C
such that xψ = xβ = x¯α for all x ∈ S and such that S Sψ = RR. It
follows that S Sψ = RR. Whereas RR is a prime ring, S S
contains a nonzero ∗-ideal I of B, and, since B is ∗-prime but not prime, it
is an easy exercise to show that I must in fact contain a ∗-ideal of B of the
form U ⊕ U∗, U a nonzero ideal of B. Then Uψ and U∗ψ are nonzero
ideals of RR whose product is zero, in contradiction to the primeness
of RR.
To prove (b), we form the ∗-algebra W = B ⊕ B◦, with skew elements
L = x−x  x ∈ B. Then T = x−x  x ∈ S is a Lie ideal of L and
the map β T → R given by x−xβ = xα is a surjective Lie homomor-
phism. By Lemma 2.1 there is a ∗-ideal of I of W such that Ŵ = W/I
is a ∗-prime algebra, with skew elements L̂ and with a Lie ideal V of L̂
for which there is a Lie isomorphism γ V → R. Furthermore, W is not a
prime ring since B̂ and B̂◦ are nonzero ideals of Ŵ whose product is 0. By
part (a) we then have a contradiction.
To prove (c), we invoke Lemma 2.10 to extend α to a Lie isomorphism
ν SD∗ ⊗ F → RC ⊗ E. But BD∗ ⊗D∗ F is ∗-prime but not prime, and so
we have a contradiction by part (a). The proof of Theorem 1.10 is now
complete.
5. EXAMPLES
We illustrate Theorem 3.1 (and hence Theorem 1.1) with the following
example due to Robert Wilson.
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Example 1. Let F be any ﬁeld of characteristic 3 and set A = M3F
and R = AA. Since the center F of A is contained in R, we see that
R = R/F is a seven-dimensional simple Lie algebra over F . Letting Eij 
i j = 1 2 3 denote the usual matrix units of A, we let eij denote the coset
Eij = Eij + F . Then
d = e11 − e22 = e22 − e33 e12 e23 e31 e21 e13 e32
form a basis of R. We deﬁne a linear transformation α R→ R as
d → d e12 → e12 + e23 e23 → e23 e31 → e31
e21 → e21 e13 → e13 e32 → e32 − e21
One then simply checks that α is a Lie isomorphism by showing directly
that α preserves the Lie product on all possible pairs of basis elements. We
leave it for the reader to make these calculations, contenting ourselves with
indicating the three instances where characteristic 3 is used,
e11 − e22 e12α = 2e12α = 2e12 + e23
whereas
e11 − e22α eα12 = e11 − e22 e12 + e23 = 2e12 − e23 = 2e12 + 2e23
e11 − e22 e32α = eα32 = e32 − e21
whereas
e11 − e22α eα32 = e11 − e22 e32 − e21 = e32 + 2e21 = e32 − e21
e12 e32α = 0α = 0
whereas
eα12 eα32 = e12 + e23 e32 − e21 = −e11 − e22 + e22 − e33 = 0
Suppose there is a map ψ A→ A such that xψ = x¯α for all x ∈ R, where
either (1) ψ is an automorphism or (2) ψ = −χ, χ an antiautomorphism.
From Eψ12 = eα12 = e12 + e23, we see that Eψ12 = E12 + E23 + λ, λ ∈ F , and
from Eψ31 = eα31 = e31, we have Eψ31 = E31 + µ. In case (1) we have the
contradiction
0 = E12E31ψ = Eψ12Eψ31 = E12 + E23 + λE31 + µ = E21 + · · · 
and in case (2) we have the contradiction
0 = E12E31χ = Eχ31Eχ12 = −Eχ31−Eχ12 = Eψ31Eψ12
= E31 + µE12 + E23 + λ = E32 + · · · 
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Example 2. Example 1 can also be used to illustrate Theorem 3.3 (and
hence Theorem 1.3). This time using the same notation, we deﬁne a linear
transformation δ R→ R as
d → 0 e12 → e23 e23 → 0 e31 → 0
e21 → 0 e13 → 0 e32 → −e21
One simply checks that δ is a Lie derivation by showing directly that δ
acts as a Lie derivation on all possible pairs of basis elements. The three
instances where char. = 3 comes into play occur at the same places as
in the preceding example, e.g., e11 − e22 e12δ = 2eδ12 = 2e23, whereas
e11 − e22 eδ12 + e11 − e22δ e12 = e11 − e22 e23 = −e23.
Suppose there is a derivation d A→ A such that xd = x¯δ for all x ∈ R.
From Ed12 = eδ12 = e23 = E23, we see that Ed12 = E23 + λ, λ ∈ F , and from
Ed31 = eδ31 = 0, we see that Ed31 = µ ∈ F . We thus have the contradiction
0 = E12E31d = Ed12E31 + E12Ed31 = E23 + λE31 + E120 = E21 + λE31
The following examples (details not given) illustrate Theorem 1.5. Some
are cited in [19].
Let F be an algebraically closed ﬁeld in the ﬁrst three examples.
A =M2F, ∗ symplectic;B =M3F, ∗ transpose.K andL are isomorphic
three-dimensional Lie algebras.
A =M4F, ∗ symplectic;B =M5F, ∗ transpose.K andL are isomorphic
10-dimensional Lie algebras.
A = M8F, ∗ transpose. There is a Lie automorphism of the 28-
dimensional Lie algebra K which is not induced by an automorphism
of A.
A = M2E, E complexes, ∗ conjugate transpose; B = H ⊕ H◦,
H = M2F, F reals, ∗ interchange. KK and L are isomorphic three-
dimensional Lie algebras over F .
A = M2E, E quaternions, ∗ conjugate transpose; B = H ⊕H◦, H =
M4F, F reals, ∗ interchange. K and LL are isomorphic 10-dimensional
Lie algebras over F .
A = M3F, ∗ transpose; B = H ⊕H◦, H = M2F, ∗ interchange. K
and LL are isomorphic three-dimensional Lie algebras.
A = M6F, ∗ transpose; B = H ⊕H◦, H = M4F, ∗ interchange. K
and LL are isomorphic 15-dimensional Lie algebras.
A =M2E, E complexes, ∗ conjugate transpose; B =M3F, F reals, ∗
transpose. KK and L are isomorphic three-dimensional Lie algebras.
A = M2E, E quaternions, ∗ conjugate transpose; B = M5F, F reals,
∗ transpose. K and L are isomorphic 10-dimensional Lie algebras.
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At this writing we do not have an example to illustrate re Theorem 1.5
the need for the restriction that degA = 3 if char. = 3 when both involu-
tions are of the second kind. We strongly suspect, however, that in the
following example (which we are using to illustrate Theorem 1.8) it should
be possible to construct a Lie automorphism of R which is not induced by
an automorphism of A.
Example 3. Let F be a ﬁeld of characteristic 3 which has a nontrivial
involution, let E be the ﬁxed ﬁeld, and let λ be a ﬁxed nonzero skew
element of F . LetA =M3F, with involution given by conjugate transpose,
and let R = KK. Then R is a seven-dimensional simple Lie algebra over
E. As in Example 1 we let Eij  i j = 1 2 3 denote the usual matrix units
in A, and we denote by eij the coset modulo the center determined by Eij .
We deﬁne an E-linear transformation δ R→ R by specifying its action on
basis elements of R as
λe11−e22 →0 e12−e21 →e23−e32 λe12+e21 →λe23+e32
e23−e32 →e21−e12 λe23+e32 →−λe12+e21
e13−e31 →0 λe13+e31 →0
As in Examples 1 and 2 we leave it for the reader to verify that δ is
indeed a Lie derivation by checking that δ behaves properly on all pairs of
basis elements. Suppose there is a derivation d A→ A such that xd = x¯δ
for all x ∈ R. Applying d to the equation[
λE12 + E21 λE23 + E32
] = λ2E13 − E31
we obtain λ2dE13 − E31 + λ2γ = 0 for some γ ∈ F . We conclude that
λ2d = 0 and λ2γ = 0. From 2λdλ = 0 we see that λd = 0, and from
λ2γ = 0 we have γ = 0, i.e., E13 − E31d = 0 and so (i) Ed13 = Ed31. We
also know that λE13 + E31d = β ∈ F and we wish to show that β = 0.
Indeed, applying d to 2λE213 = 0 and using (i) we arrive at
λE13 + E31dE13 + E13λE13 + E31d = 2βE13 = 0
whence β = 0 and we have Ed13 = 0 = Ed31. A contradiction is ﬁnally reached
by applying d to the equation E13E12 − E21 = 0, getting
0 = E13E12 − E21d = E13E23 − E32 + γ = −E12 + γE13
The following example (due to Jacobs [18]) shows the need in Theorem
1.8 to avoid the case of degA = 3 with characteristic 3 for involutions of
the ﬁrst kind.
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Example 4. Let A = M3F, F a ﬁeld of characteristic 3, and let ∗ be
transpose. Setting Eij = eij − eji, i = j, we note that E12, E23, E13 is a basis
for K. We consider the matrix
T =
 1 1 11 1 1
1 1 1

and deﬁne a linear map δ K → A according to
E12 → T E23 → T E13 → −T
One checks that δ is a Lie derivation. Suppose there is a derivation d:
A→ A which induces δ. Since Eij = Eik Ekj we see that Edij = Eδij .
Applying d to e1 = e21, one obtains e2ed1e3 = 0. Applying d to e1 =
E12E23E31, one obtains the contradiction e2e
d
1e3 = e23 = 0.
Examples illustrating Theorem 1.10 are to be found among the list of
examples pertaining to Theorem 1.5.
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